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1. (a) Two frames of reference ,9 and ,S/ have a common origin O and S/ rotates with
a constant angular velocity c,,' relative to S. If 1 be the position vector of a
particle at time f in S', then sho'w that the acceleration of the particle in S is

02r ^ 0r 0";
Atr+'2a-A At+ At 

Ar+1,,'A(,.'A1).

(b) A projectile is fired from a point on the surface oftarth located

) with a velocity of magnitude us in a southrvard direction at an

at colatitude

angle a with
the horizontal.

:
|.Find the position of the projectile after time f .

ii. Prove that after time t the projectile is deflected towards the east of the

original vertical plane of the motion by the amount

1

jr,.'Usin 
^t3 

-crJU6cos(a * ))tr,

where r,.' is the angular velocity of the earth

With ihe usuai notations, obtain the equations of motion for a system of N particles

in the following form:
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(c) 7: Tc + iI[uL.2



A ladder leaning against a smooth wall makes an angle a with the horizontal when

in a position of limiting equilibrium. Show that the coefficient of friction between

1

the ladder and the ground is i cot a'

3. (a) With the usual notations obtain the Euler's equations of motion for a rigid

body, having a Point fixed, in the form:

Awt-(B-C)u2tl3:N1,

Baz - (C - A)u1u3,: N2,

Cwz - (A - B)u1az: Ns'

A body moves freely about a point o under no forces. The principle mornent of

inertia at o being A,2A and 3,4. Initially the angular velocity has components

eL: tu, e2:0, q: + about the corresponding principal axes' Show that

vJ .t 'at time l' 
/ n,t \

,,tz.nranh (/E/. 
r
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4. obtain the Lagrange's equations of motion using D'Alembert's furinciple for a con'

servative holonomic dynamicai system' I
A block of mass M is free to slide on a frictionless horizontal table. qfe bloct is

rigidly conneefdd to a massless circular hoop of radius o" A particlu od mass nz is

confined to move without friction on the circular hoop, which is vertical(as shown

in the following figure)

Write down the Lagrangian of the system'

Apply Lagrange's equations and calculate

about the equilibrium Position'

(u)

(b) the frequencY of small oscillations



5. With the usual, notations, write down the Lagrange's equation for the impulsive

motion.

A uniform rod. AB of length 2a and mass rn has a particle of mass M attached to

the end B.It,is at rest on a smooth horizontal table' if an impulse 1 is applied at

A in a direction perpendicular to AB, and" in the plane of the table, then find the

initial velocities of ,4 and B.

Prove that the resulting kinetic energy is given by

212(m + 3M)
m(m + aM) '

(a)DefineHamiltonianfunctionintermsofLagrangianfunction.

Show that" with the usual notations, that the Hamiltonian equations are given

by

qo:Y, ,,: -Y and + aL
'r dpi -":-an, arlu ntF-Ti"

Write down Hamiitonian. equations for the foilowirfg Hamiltonian

tl,,P7 e'?a i.lrf,--l12+"4 + ''^,1.n:t\r;-i7r P"i{g/
1,

4,

.z{. Show that the Hamiltonian equations of the holonomic system may be

written in the form

(b) Define the Poisson bracket.

qx: Lqn, Hl, in : lPn, H7,

and show that for any functio n f (qt, p6. t), #:'* + V' Hl'

ii. show that, if / and g are constants of motion then their poisson bracket

l/, g] it also a constant of motion'


